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A savagely witty, warm and profound memoir by a young woman with a terminal 
illness, who contends with the terrifying fact that, even for her beloved husband 
and son, she is not the lynchpin of existence and life will go on without her

MEMOIRS [BM]
February | £14.99 | 978 0 281 07928 5 | Hardback | 208 pp 

EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR 
A REASON AND OTHER LIES 
I’VE LOVED
Kate Bowler
Thirty-five year-old Kate Bowler, a professor at the school of 
divinity at Duke, had finally had a baby with her childhood 
sweetheart when she began to feel jabbing pains in her 
stomach. She lost thirty pounds, guzzled antacid, and visited 
doctors for three months before she was finally diagnosed 
with Stage IV colon cancer. 

As Kate navigates the aftermath of her diagnosis, she pulls 
the reader into her life and her history – affectionately filled 
with a colourful retinue of friends, mega-church preachers, 
parents, and doctors – and shares her irreverent, laser-sharp 
reflections on faith, friendship, love, and death. She wonders 
why suffering makes her feel like a loser and explores the 
burden of positivity. Trying to relish the time she still has with 
her son and husband, she realizes she must cure her habit of 
‘skipping to the end’ and planning the next move. 

A historian of the American Prosperity Gospel (the creed of 
the megachurches that promises believers a cure for tragedy, 
if they just want it badly enough) Kate finds that she craves 
these same ‘outrageous certainties’. Why is it so hard to 
surrender when she knows there are no spiritual guarantees?

KEY SALES POINTS
• author’s New York Times essay, ‘Death, the Prosperity 

Gospel and Me’ was chosen by the newspaper as one of 
their top 20 articles of 2016, and was read by millions

•  like Paul Kalanithi, author of the bestselling and award-
winning When Breath Becomes Air, Kate Bowler is one of 
the courageous few who can articulate the grief she feels in 
the face of impending death

•  deeply touching yet revitalizing, and displaying a masterly 
use of irony, the book will also draw in readers of volumes 
like Tom Lubbock’s Until Further Notice, I Am Alive, Bryony 
Gordon’s Mad Girl, Matt Haig’s Reasons to Stay Alive, and 
Ruby Wax’s Frazzled

•  the author’s voice and strength of character will appeal to 
those who appreciate writers such as Anne Lamott, Barbara 
Brown Taylor, Rowan Williams and Richard Rohr

• a fascinating read for those concerned with the prevalence 
of the Prosperity Gospel

• the author was born in London

KATE BOWLER is an assistant professor in the school of 
divinity at Duke University. A graduate of Yale Divinity School, 
Bowler’s first book was Blessed: A History of the American 
Prosperity Gospel (OUP 2013). She lives in North Carolina 
with her husband and son. Currently the experimental 
immunology treatment she is undergoing is working, and 
studies suggest Kate has at least another year to live.
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A practical, non-patronizing guide to depressive illness for Christians

RELIGIOUS SOCIAL AND PASTORAL THOUGHT AND ACTIVITY  [HRLP5]
March | £9.99 |  978 0 281 07938 4 | Paperback | 128pp

DEPRESSIVE ILLNESS: THE 
CURSE OF THE STRONG
Helping Christians Cope with Mental 
Health Problems
Dr Tim Cantopher 

The last 10 years have seen an upturn in the number of 
people reporting difficulties with emotional and mental health 
issues, particularly anxiety and depression. And, it is often 
the strongest who struggle under the weight of all they have 
nobly tried to shoulder. Turn to the Bible, and this truth is 
played out in the lives of some of its greatest characters. King 
David led a nation – yet wrote some of the Bible’s bleakest 
laments. Elijah worked outlandish public miracles – and 
later pleaded God to take his life. Dedicated, hardworking 
mother and woman of God Naomi acknowledged that she 
had become characterised by bitterness. And lifelong God 
follower Job found himself longing for a death that would not 
come.

This book affirms that depressive illness can strike anyone – 
not least the capable, busy people with the ‘can-do’ attitude 
of the title. This special bespoke edition for the Christian 
market takes a destigmatising, thoroughly informed approach 
to depression, with a foreword by Will Van Der Hart, whose 
own experience of ill mental health led to him founding Mind 
& Soul, the leading Christian mental health organisation.

KEY SALES POINTS
• foreword by Rev Will Van Der Hart, SPCK author, Pastoral 

Chaplain at Holy Trinity Brompton, London, and founding 
director of Mind & Soul, the leading Christian mental health 
organisation.

• special Christian edition of a bestselling book with life sales 
of more than 75,000

• high profile author with good media presence
• depression affects three million in the UK and some 121 

million worldwide

DR TIM CANTOPHER worked for several years as consultant 
psychiatrist at The Priory Hospitals, London. He now lives in 
America, and features regularly in the Jeremy Vine show on 
his visits to the UK. Dr Cantopher is a Christian.

PRAISE FOR DEPRESSIVE ILLNESS:
‘This book should be read by everybody . . . It offers 
invaluable insight into depression.’ Depression Alliance

‘People affected by depression tell me this is the most 
powerful and helpful book ever written about the topic. I keep 
meeting people who say this book changed their lives.’ 

Jeremy Vine, BBC Radio
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Reissued with a new cover, Falling Upward has sold well over 100,000 copies 
worldwide

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE [HRCS]
March | £10.99 | 978 0 281 06891 3 | Paperback | 240 pp 

FALLING UPWARD
A Spirituality for the Two Halves of Life
Richard Rohr
In the first hal f of life, we are naturally and rightly 
preoccupied with establishing our identities – climbing, 
achieving, and performing. But those concerns will not serve 
us as we grow older and begin to embark on a further journey, 
one that involves challenges, mistakes, loss of control, 
broader horizons, and necessary suffering that shocks us out 
of our comfort zones. Eventually, we need to see ourselves in 
a different and more life-living way. This message of ‘falling 
down’ – that is in fact moving upward – is the most resisted 
and counterintuitive of messages in the world’s religions, 
including and most especially Christianity.

In Falling Upward, Father Richard Rohr offers a new paradigm 
for understanding one of the most profound of life’s 
mysteries: how our failing can be the foundation for our 
ongoing spiritual growth. Drawing on the wisdom from time-
honoured myths, heroic poems, great thinkers, and sacred 
religious texts, the author explores the two halves of life to 
show that those who have fallen, failed, or ‘gone down’ are 
the only ones who understand ‘up’. We grow spiritually more 
by doing it wrong that by doing it right.

With rare insight, Rohr takes us on a journey to give us an 
understanding of how the heartbreaks, disappointments 
and first loves of life are actually stepping stones to the 
spiritualjoys that the second half of life has in store for us.

KEY SALES POINTS
• Richard Rohr is one of the great spiritual writers of our time, 

with a following across all denominations of the church and 
outside

•  in the UK alone, The Divine Dance (Nov 2016), Falling 
Upward (2012) and Immortal Diamond (2013) have sold 
26,500, 28,000 and 15,500 copies respectively

•  Offers a new view of how in spiritual growth, loss is gain

FR RICHARD ROHR is a Franciscan priest of the New 
Mexico Province. He founded the Center for Action and 
Contemplation in Albuquerque, New Mexico in 1986, where 
he presently serves as Founding Director. An internationally 
known speaker, he teaches on such themes as adult Christian 
spirituality, men’s spirituality, and politics and spirituality, and 
has published many books, including The Divine Dance, and 
Immortal Diamond  (SPCK,2016,2013  respectively).

PRAISE FOR FALLING UPWARD (2012):
‘Richard Rohr has given us a perfect guide to what he calls 
the “further journey,” a voyage into the mystery and beauty of 
healthy spiritual maturity.’ Mehmet Oz, M.D.

‘A refreshing critique of culture – and sometimes church-
based values so often imprisoned in a ‘first life’ sensibility.’  
      Manna Magazine

ALSO BY RICHARD ROHR

978 0 281 07815 8 978 0 281 07516 4
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Reissued with a new cover, Immortal Diamond is the natural follow on to Falling 
Upward

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE [HRCS]
March | £10.99 | 978 0 281 07017 6 | Paperback | 288 pp 

IMMORTAL DIAMOND
The Search for Our True Self
Richard Rohr
In Falling Upward (and in many of his other teachings), 
Richard Rohr talks at length about ego (or the False Self) 
and how it gets in the way of spiritual maturity, especially if 
itspreoccupations continue into the second half of life. But if 
there’s a False Self, is there also a True Self? What is it? How 
is it found? Why does it matter? And what does it have to do 
with the spiritual journey?

In this book, he likens True Self to a diamond, buried deep 
within us, formed under the intense pressure of our lives, 
needing to be searched for, uncovered and separated from 
all the debris of ego that surrounds it. In a sense True Self 
must, like Jesus, be resurrected, and thatprocess is not 
resuscitation but transformation.

Immortal Diamond (the title is taken from a line in a Gerard 
Manley Hopkins poem) explores the deepest questions of 
identity, spirituality and  in Richard Rohr’s inimitable style.
ey to give us an understanding of how the heartbreaks, 
disappointments and first loves of life are actually stepping 
stones to the spiritualjoys that the second half of life has in 
store for us.

KEY SALES POINTS
• Richard Rohr is one of the great spiritual writers of our time, 

with a following across all denominations of the church and 
outside

•  in the UK alone, The Divine Dance (Nov 2016), Falling 
Upward (2012) and Immortal Diamond (2013) have sold 
26,500, 28,000 and 15,500 copies respectively

•  those who enjoyed Falling Upward will be interested in what 
more Richard Rohr has to say about spiritual growth and 
development over the life span, particularly how they can 
cut through the distractions of ego to find their true and 
authentic selves and thus a close relationship with God

FR RICHARD ROHR is a Franciscan priest of the New 
Mexico Province. He founded the Center for Action and 
Contemplation in Albuquerque, New Mexico in 1986, where 
he presently serves as Founding Director. An internationally 
known speaker, he teaches on such themes as adult Christian 
spirituality, men’s spirituality, and politics and spirituality, and 
has published many books, including The Divine Dance, and 
Falling Upward (SPCK,2016,2012  respectively).

PRAISE FOR IMMORAL DIAMOND (2013):
‘Every word is a rare gift from a true elder and a worthy 
guideity.’ Paula D’Arcy, author, Gift of the Red Bird and 
Waking Up to This Day

‘Profound, intelligent, wise, and passionate, this book 
continues Richard’s great work in showing us what vibrant, 
Jesus-centered faith looks like.’  Rob Bell, pastor

ALSO BY RICHARD ROHR

978 0 281 07815 8 978 0 281 07512 6
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One of the world’s foremost theologians meditates on the mystery of Christ and 
helps us form a truly contemporary Christian spirituality

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE [HRCS]
March | £7.99 |  978 0 281 07915 5 | Paperback | 96 pp 

THE MYSTERY OF CHRIST
Meditations and Prayers
Keith Ward
Though little can be known with certainty about the historical 
Jesus, the image of a heavenly figure – ‘Christ crucified and 
risen’ – was constructed out of his life and teachings. This 
vision of divine reality transcends traditional Hebrew poetic 
thought, retaining its ancient power in the context of our new 
understanding of a vast and evolving cosmos.

In order to help us form a truly contemporary Christian 
spirituality, Keith Ward (writing in our own time and place 
rather than the 14th like Julian of Norwich or the 20th like 
Thomas Merton, for example) offers a set of reflections on 
what he believes to be the unique and life-transforming 
revelation of God in the person of Jesus Christ. And as 
we explore the spiritual truths relating to this mystery as 
expressed in the Gospels, meditation leads naturally to prayer.

KEY SALES POINTS
• excellent follow up to the well-received Love is His Meaning: 

Understanding the Teaching of Jesus
• brings biblical exposition to life in a contemporary context to 

encourage a firm and orthodox Christian commitment, fully 
integrated with modern thought and scientific knowledge

• high profile author, particularly appreciated for his books 
popularizing theology

• complementary to Richard Rohr’s forthcoming (much 
longer) The Universal Christ

• an engrossing and deeply moving read
• short and thus easily portable

KEITH WARD, FBA is Chair in the Philosophy of Religion 
at the University of Roehampton. Formerly Professorial 
Research Fellow at Heythrop College, London and Regius 
Professor of Divinity at the University of Oxford, he is one of 
the world’s most distinguished theologians.

ALSO BY KEITH WARD:

978 0 281 07763 2 978 0 281 07328 3

PRAISE FOR KEITH WARD:
‘Keith Ward has long represented some of the most 
distinctive traditions of British theology at its best – a 
strong and lucid philosophical basis, a keen and informed 
engagement with natural science and a style of relaxed clarity 
which makes complex matters readily accessible.’ 
     Rowan Williams
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A compelling account of the Christian values that underpin our public morality, 
showing how faith remains indispensable to western humanism, and how atheistic 
humanism represents a dead end

HISTORY OF WESTERN PHILOSPHY [HPC]
March | £9.99 |  978 0 281 07743 4 | Paperback | 208 pp 

GOD CREATED HUMANISM
The Christian Basis of Secular Values
Theo Hobson
In this compelling account of the origins and evolution of our 
secular world view, Theo Hobson shows how Christian values 
continue to underpin our public morality, how faith remains 
indispensable to Western humanism and how atheistic 
humanism represents a dead end. At the same time, he offers 
a timely warning against the dangers of a religious–secular 
culture war, given the radically politicized and destructive 
forms of religion endemic in the world today.

Here is a fresh and provocative argument about religion 
and politics – but one that doesn’t fit into the usual boxes. 
It suggests that, although the public creed of the West is 
best described as ‘secular humanism’, we can only really 
understand and affirm secular humanism if we see how 
firmly it is based on Christian norms and values. If we don’t, 
the West is divided: mired in a stagnant stand-off between 
fundamentalist atheism and an equally hard-line Christian 
theism.

God Created Humanism offers a nuanced and historically 
persuasive way forward, showing just how much our secular 
morality owes to Christianity, and how it can find coherence 
only through a new and positive view of its origins. 

KEY SALES POINTS
• argues that the true faith of the West is not simply secular 

humanism, but Christian-based secular humanism
• critiques recent writings by atheists such as Dawkins, 

Hitchens and Grayling, as well as agnostics such as Julian 
Barnes and Terry Eagleton

• exposes fundamental weaknesses in the arguments of 
atheistic humanists in their attempts to explain where our 
basic moral norms and attitudes come from

• demonstrates that the only the way secular humanism can 
be true to itself is to acknowledge and affirm the Christian 
principles from which it derives, and which still undergird it

• warns against the danger of a religious-secular culture 
war, especially in the face of the radically politicized and 
destructive forms of religion endemic in the world today

THEO HOBSON is a British theologian, journalist and teacher. 
He has written six books and numerous articles in the 
national press, including The Guardian, The Spectator and the 
Times Literary Supplement.

PRAISE FOR GOD CREATED HUMANISM:
‘Theo Hobson is an exceptionally acute observer of the 
difficulties and opportunities created by our largely secular 
age . . . and, in this beautiful book, charts a wise course to a 
saner world.’ Alain de Botton

‘A fine, provocative book.’ Rowan Williams

‘. . .  both generous and hopeful.’ Francis Spufford
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A deeply engaging exploration of the nature of human concsciouness and 
personhood by one of the world’s greatest theologians

THEOLOGY [HRLB]
March | £9.99 |  978 0 281 07975 9 | Paperback | 128 pp 

BEING HUMAN
Bodies, Minds, Persons
Rowan Williams
What is consciousness? Is the mind a machine? What makes 
us persons? What does it mean to aspire to human maturity?

These are among the fundamental questions that Rowan 
Williams helps us to think about in this deeply engaging 
exploration of what it means to be human.

The book ends with a brief but profound meditation on the 
person of Christ, inviting us to consider how, through him, 
‘our humanity in all its variety, in all its vulnerability, has been 
taken into the heart of the divine life’.

KEY SALES POINTS
• Rowan Williams’ writings appeal across all sectors of the 

Christian market - with over 100,000 of his SPCK books sold 
over the past 3-4 years in the UK alone

• this is Williams at his best: writing not only for thinking 
Christians, but for anyone prepared to grapple with the 
fundamental questions of our existence

• companion volume to the author’s bestselling Being 
Christian (2014) and Being Disciples (2016)

PRAISE: 

 ‘Williams never disappoints: his reflections on such 
important topics as the nature of consciousness, how we 
view time, and the wisdom of silence make vital reading.’  Iain 
McGilchrist, author of The Master and His Emissary

PRAISE FOR BEING DISCIPLES (2016): 

 ‘A work of enormous substance, boiled down to eighty pages 
of gold dust.’  Church Times

‘Quite the most beautiful writing on discipleship I know.’  
Justin Welby, Archbishop of Canterbury

ROWAN WILLIAMS is Master of Magdalene College, 
Cambridge. His most recent books include God With Us 
(2017), Being Disciples (2016), What is Christianity? (2015), 
Meeting God in Paul (2015), Meeting God in Mark (2014) and 
Being Christian (2014) all published by SPCK.

ALSO BY ROWAN WILLIAMS:

978 0 281 07662 8 978 0 281 07171 5
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This authoritative volume explores self-supporting ministry at a time when the 
church relies more heavily than ever on the distinctive contribution of volunteer 
clergy

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY AND PASTORAL ACTIVITY [HRCX4]
April | £14.99 |  978 0 281 07845 5 | Paperback | 160 pp 

SELF-SUPPORTING MINISTRY
A Practical Guide
John Lees
For half a century, mainstream churches in the UK have drawn 
on ordained ministers who are unpaid. Many parts of the 
Church of England are planning to expand this workforce. 

SSMs are non-standard. They have a range of motivations, 
working patterns, training needs, and are deployed in a 
wide variety of ways. Sometimes under-used, sometimes 
overworked, they are often offered few opportunities for 
role development after their ministry begins. They may feel 
unrecognized and under-supported, with church leaders 
making wrong assumptions about their ability and willingness 
to be involved. As the church turns increasingly to its 
volunteer minsters, this book presents new insights into this 
diverse workforce and highlights challenges for the future.

It is a truly hands-on guide, offering strategies for better 
working practice for those in an associate role.

KEY SALES POINTS
• offers an up to date picture of self-supporting ministry in 

its range of forms, covering key issues, and pointing to 
important trends

• aims to inform best practice, though principally to 
encourage and support working ministers

• deals with the reality of SSM experience and offers practical 
tips to make the path easier

• there is no obvious recent competition and although various 
Dioceses have studies in this area, there is no national guide

• will make an important contribution at a time when SSM is 
bring re-imagined

JOHN LEES is Associate Priest in Holyford Mission 
Community in East Devon and Bishop’s Officer for Self-
Supporting Ministry for the Diocese of Exeter. He has served 
for 12 years as an SSM, working as a parish priest but also 
as Assistant DDO for Chester, where he was co-leader of 
the Headway leadership programme. He was previously a 
Pastoral Tutor on the Northern Ordination Course. 

John’s day job is working as a career coach. He writes, speaks 
and broadcasts extensively about work and careers. He is the 
author of 12 books on work and careers, including Secrets 
of Resilient People and the best-selling How to Get a Job You 
Love.

PRAISE FOR SELF-SUPPORTING MINISTRY:
‘John Lees looks to cover the territory well, to have walked 
the talk, to have been trusted by bishops and dioceses, 
and he can obviously produce a best seller.’ John Pritchard, 
former Bishop of Oxford
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A fresh, engaging and thoroughly biblical account of Christian ethics for the 
twenty-first century

RELIGIOUS ETHICS [HRAM1]
April | £19.99 | 978 0 281 07102 9 | Paperback | 320 pp

EXPLORING CHRISTIAN 
ETHICS
An Introduction to Key Methods and 
Debates
Craig Hovey
Talking about ethics tends to involve talking about what 
we should or, more often, shouldn’t do. We talk about 
setting limits on actions that, for whatever reason, 
we think are either wrong or somehow harmful to 
ourselves or others. The aim of this book, however, is 
to explore Christian ethics within a wider, more positive 
framework – one that that views Christianity’s moral 
resources as part of the good news that it proclaims to 
all creation.

Ethics, says Hovey, need not be characterized primarily 
by negative prohibitions, limits, and tiresome hand-
wringing. Rather, it’s about a joyful and worshipful way 
of living, which flows naturally out of the abundant 
goodness God’s life and character, as revealed in Jesus

KEY SALES POINTS
• Craig Hovey is a widely respected scholar and 

communicator, with a gift for explaining complex ethical 
issues in ways that beginning students can readily 
understand

• written with the needs of students in mind, especially those 
studying in theological colleges and Bible schools

• designed to satisfy the needs of tutors looking for a non-
intimidating textbook that can help them structure an 
academic term around its content

• endorsements to come from leading ethicists, including 
Stanley Hauerwas and Sam Wells

CRAIG HOVEY  is Associate Professor of Religion and Director 
of the Ashland Center for Nonviolence at Ashland University 
Ohio. He is the author of What Makes Us Moral? (SPCK, 2012) 
and Bearing True Witness: Truthfulness in Christian Practice 
(Eerdmans, 2011), and is co-editor of An Eerdmans Reader in 
Contemporary Political Theology (Eerdmans, 2008).

ALSO BY CRAIG HOVEY:

978 0 281 06898 2
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Terry Waite invites you to meet some of the exceptional people he has got to know 
on his travels, and explore with him the widely different forms of solitary existence 
they inhabit

MEMOIRS [BM]
April | £9.99 | 978 0 281 07882 0 | Paperback | 176 pp 

SOLITUDE
Memories, people, places
Terry Waite
Some people long to find it, others long to escape it. But, 
whether we welcome or dread it, solitude is something we all 
experience in different forms at different points in our lives.

After enduring nearly five years of solitary confinement, in 
cruel and terrifying conditions, Terry Waite discovered that 
he was drawn to find out more about the power of solitude 
in the lives of other people. The result is this haunting book, 
in which he recalls his encounters with people who have 
experienced some very different ways of being solitary: 
among them the peaceful solitude of remote and beautiful 
places; the unsought and often unnoticed solitude of lonely 
people living in the midst of busy cities; the deceptive 
solitude of those living in the twilight world of espionage; the 
enforced solitude of the convict and the prisoner of war; and 
finally the inescapable solitude of those who are drawing near 
to death.

Through all these encounters, and through the memories 
and reflections they trigger in the author’s mind, we see how 
solitude shapes the human soul – and how it can be a force 
for good in our own lives, if we can only learn to use it well.

KEY SALES POINTS
• includes previously unpublished interviews with figures such 

as the double agent George Blake, the ‘Moors murderer’ 
Myra Hindley and Svetlana Alliluyeva, the daughter of Joseph 
Stalin

• written by a national hero who has come to symbolize the 
triumph of hope over adversity

• interweaves Terry Waite’s own reflections at key points 
• not specifically reflecting on religion, but religious thoughts 

and ideas come through where relevant

TERRY WAITE, MBE, CBE is is a British Quaker, Anglican, 
humanitarian and author. In the 1980s, he worked as the 
Archbishop of Canterbury’s special envoy, travelling to the 
Middle East and negotiating the release of many hostages in 
Iran, Libya and Lebanon. His first book, Taken on Trust, was 
written in his head when he was denied pen or paper during 
his captivity. He is also the author of Out of the Silence: 
Memories, poems, reflections (SPCK, 2016).

PRAISE FOR OUT OF THE SILENCE (2016):
‘A remarkable book by a remarkable man . . . The prose gives 
great insight into the poetry and the result is inspirational.’ 

Karl Jenkins, CBE, composer

‘Simple and poignant prose and poetry. It is a record of unique 
sensibility.’ 

Joan Bakewell, DBE, writer and broadcaster

‘Terry Waite’s thoughts and questions are totally compelling, 
whether in prose or in verse.’ 

Vanessa Redgrave, CBE, actor

ALSO BY TERRY WAITE:

978 0 281 07761 8
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Little books of guidance that let you grasp the essentials in less than an hour!

HOW CAN I BELIEVE?
A Little Book of Guidance
John Cottingham

DOES SCIENCE UNDERMINE 
FAITH?
A Little Book of Guidance
Roger Trigg

Why do we exist? Is there a God? What’s the point of it all? 
These are some of the questions that all thinking people ask 
at some point in their lives.

John Cottingham explores the whys and wherefores that lead 
people to become believers.

JOHN COTTINGHAM is Professor Emeritus of Philosophy, 
University of Reading, Professorial Research Fellow at 
Heythrop College, University of London, and an Honorary 
Fellow of St John’s College, Oxford.

He has held visiting appointments in the United States 
(Fulbright Scholar) and New Zealand (Erskine Fellowship) 
and has served as Chairman of the British Society for the 
History of Philosophy, as President of the Mind Association, 
and as President of the Aristotelian Society. From 1993-2012 
he was Editor of Ratio, the international journal of analytic 
philosophy. From 2007-9 he was President of the British 
Society for the Philosophy of Religion and is a life member of 
the Council of the Society.

Many people assume that science ‘disproves’ the idea of God, 
and that we no longer need faith in order to understand the 
world or why we are in it. 

Roger Trigg examines these assumptions and considers 
whether recent developments in science may in fact support 
religious faith. He goes on to consider the increasing scientific 
evidence for the inherent orderliness and comprehensibility 
of the universe, which leads him to ask an even more radical 
question: Might there be aspects of religious belief that can 
help to support our science?

ROGER TRIGG is Emeritus Professor of Philosophy at 
the University of Warwick, Senior Research Fellow at the 
Ian Ramsey Centre, University of Oxford, and a Fellow of 
International Society for Science and Religion. His latest 
book is Beyond Matter: Why Science Needs Metaphysics, 
(Templeton Press, 2015). He is also joint editor, with Justin 
Barrett, of The Roots of Religion: Exploring the Cognitive 
Science of Religion (Routledge, 2014).

RELIGION: GENERAL [HRA]
April | £3.99 | 978 0 281 07691 8 | Paperback | 48 pp

RELIGION: GENERAL [HRA]
April | £3.99 |  978 0 281 07868 4 | Paperback | 48pp
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The Common Worship Lectionary from Advent 2018 to Advent 2019, available in 
three different formats

COMMON WORSHIP LECTIONARY 2019
May

Paperback:   978 0 281 07910 0 | £4.99
Spiral Bound: 978 0 281 07911 7 | £7.99
Cased with elastic: 978 0 281 07982 7| £14.99

COMMON WORSHIP LECTIONARY 2019
The SPCK Lectionary provides a streamlined and clearly laid-out presentation of the Common Worship calendar and 
lectionary, with readings for the Book of Common Prayer on the same page. Sundays and major festivals are covered, as 
well as weekday services, making this an essential purchase for any church using the Common Worship or BCP calendars.

Available in the traditional paperback, as well as the spiral-bound edition and the beautiful cased edition of the Lectionary 
introduced last year, bound in soft, durable black material, with elastic, colour ribbon markers and a removable belly 
band. 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
• combines the Common Worship Lectionary and the Book of Common Prayer Lectionary into one volume
• includes the Additional Weekday Lectionary
• an easy-to-follow layout, with clear explanatory diagram
• includes an introduction explaining the key points of the new material, with an explanation of the BCP strand from the 

Prayer Book Society 
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Beautifully designed diaries for 2019, featuring the Common Worship calendar and 
lectionary for Advent 2018 to Advent 2019

CHURCH POCKET BOOK AND DIARY 2019
May | £9.99 

Black:   978 0 281 07983 4
Red:   978 0 281 07984 1
Purple:   978 0 281 07985 8
Teal Feathers:  978 0 281 07986 5
Blue Triangles:  978 0 281 07987 2

CHURCH BOOKS AND DIARIES
These attractive, easy-to-use diaries with fully up-to-date reference material are essential for churchgoers and clergy. 

The diary pages are laid out with one week to view, beginning with Sunday and including the whole of December and 
Advent. Names of Sundays and dates of festivals correspond to the Common Worship calendar and lectionary, and the 
Book of Common Prayer. There are pages at the back for personal memoranda, addresses and telephone numbers.

The Pocket Books are available in five designs, and are bound in tough but flexible material with colour ribbon markers 
and colour endpapers, making them perfect to carry around wherever you go.

The cased A5 Church Book and Diary is bound in soft, durable black material, with elastic and colour ribbon markers, and 
is ideal for those who enjoy all the features of the SPCK Church Pocket Book and Diary but would like more page space. 

All diaries come with removable belly bands.

ALL DIARIES ALSO INCLUDE:
• Common Worship calendar and lectionary for Advent 2018-2019
• information on every Anglican diocese in the UK and the Republic of Ireland
• names and address of major Christian societies, charities and other organizations, including all mainstream 

denominations

CHURCH  BOOK AND DIARY 2019, CASED A5 WITH ELASTIC
May | £16.99 

Black:  978 0 281 07988 9

STATIONERY ITEMS [WZS]
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A beautifully bound, hardback A5 notebook

STATIONERY ITEMS [WZS]
May | £11.99 |  978 0 281 07972 8 | Hardback | 256 pp

A5 NOTEBOOK
This stylish notebook for general use complements the A5 
Church Pocketbook and Diary and the hardbound Common 
Worship Lectionary. 

Hardbound, with rounded corners and an elastic enclosure, 
it has 256 pages of crisp, white 90 gsm paper, coloured 
endpapers and a ribbon marker. There are 32 lines to each 
page, ruled at 5mm apart.

KEY SALES POINTS
• stationery is very popular and this notebook is beautifully 

produced
• ideal for journalling or creative writing
• handy for keeping everyday reminders and notes
• good quality paper thant doesn’t curl up with use
• elastic enclosure holds notebook together and prevents 

damage
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A first hand account of how the Grenfell fire, which has come to be seen as an 
emblem of official indifference and class divide, has in fact united the community 
in North Kensington

SOCIAL IMPACT OF DISASTERS [JFFC]
May | £8.99 |  978 0 281 07962 9 | Paperback | 192 pp 

GRENFELL HOPE
Stories from the Community
Gaby Doherty
Gaby and her husband Sean and their four children live in 
a flat across from Grenfell Tower, and Sean (a Church of 
England minister) was the first clergy person on the scene. 
This book stems from personal experience of the impact of 
the fire. It features the testimony of and commentary on the 
community that experienced it, and the amazing stories of 
hope that followed in its wake. 

Grenfell Hope will help readers understand what it was like 
living in North Kensington before and after the fire. It will help 
engage the reader with poverty issues, to examine attitudes 
to the poor and to consider how even small gestures in 
everyday life can change local communities.

In the desperate situation of the fire, God was at work in 
people’s hearts bringing hope in tiny gestures that mounted 
up to something enormous. Hope that couldn’t be ignored or 
even contained. Hope sprang out all over the country.

KEY SALES POINTS
• first-hand account of the fire and its aftermath by a local 

Christian
• Gaby Doherty and her husband Sean chose to live in a flat in 

North Kensington in order to be part of that community
•  Gaby is a member of the Grenfell Action Group, and knows 

the area well
• Gaby herself lost friends in the fire
• Gaby’s husband Sean has spoken at Soul Survivor and

GABY DOHERTY was  born a farmer’s granddaughter who 
from the age of 5-18 lived on a farm in rural Somerset with the 
nearest shops three miles away. After university her faith led 
her to volunteer in Nottingham in an Urban Priority Area. She 
wanted to live alongside the poor, a condition she insisted 
upon when Sean asked her to marry him!

For three years Gaby and Sean worked in a multicultural 
church in Cricklewood, where she made friends in the Muslim 
community, before the couple moved to West London where 
Gaby joined the Grenfell Action Group.
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A new addition to this popular series, aimed at children aged 8-12

CHRISTIAN PRAYER [HRCR1]
May | £7.99 | 978 0 281 07847 9 | Paperback | 112 pp 

THE PRAYER EXPERIMENT 
NOTEBOOKS
Miranda Threlfall-Holmes and Mina 
Munns
How do you help an 8-12-year-old to get to grips with 
prayer for themselves? Welcome to The Prayer Experiment 
Notebook. 

The book includes 14 interactive ‘prayer experiments’ for 
children to try out, including:

• Lego Bible modelling
• Minecraft church
• Bubble wrap worry prayers
• Play dough prayers
• Rough times sandpaper prayers
• Prayer types chatterboxes
• Bedhead prayer posters
• Prayer Den
• God is great collage
• Thank you jar
• Prayer Tree
• Praying with your body
• Contemplation bottles

There is also a ‘bonus’ section of prayer games and activities 
to play with a friend, at home or in a church group, plus 
comments from other ‘prayer experimenters’ and space to 
write your own reflections.

KEY SALES POINTS
• meets a gap in the market for books on prayer for this age 

group
• builds on success of The Teenage Prayer Experiment 

Notebook and The Little Book of Prayer Experiments
• ideal first communion or confirmation gift
• large potential church school market - ideal gift for year 6 

school leavers
• potential for cross-selling with The Teenage Prayer 

Experiment Notebook and The Little Book of Prayer 
Experiments

   

PRAISE FOR THE LITTLE BOOK OF PRAYER EXPERIMENTS:
‘Useful to anyone who wants to pray, whether or not they 
are adherents of an established faith.’ The Time Literary 
Supplement

RELATED TITLES:

978 0 281 07257 6 978 0 281 07568 3

THE REVD DR MIRANDA THRELLFALL-HOLMES is Vicar of St 
Mary Magadalene, Belmont and St Laurence, Pittington and 
Area Dean of Durham.

THE REVD MINA MUNNS is a curate in Southwell and 
Nottingham and runs the Flame Creative Kids Website: 
flamecreativekids.blogspot.com.
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An encouragement to the Millennial generation to question the ‘stories’ society 
tells us to live in and instead explore and embrace the only true story for our lives; 
the story of Jesus Christ

CHRISTIAN LIFE AND PRACTICE [HRCV]
June | £7.99 | 978 0 281 07931 5 | Paperback | 160 pp 

LONG STORY SHORT
Finding Your Place in God’s Unfolding 
Story
Andy Frost
’The universe is made of stories not of atoms,’ said American 
poet Muriel Rukeyser. Whether you agree with this sentiment 
or not, the fact is: your life tells a story. From beginning to 
end, your life will create a unique narrative, shaped by the 
wider stories you find yourself living in. 

So what story are you living in? 

Exploring the importance of such stories and how these 
shape our identity, Share Jesus International’s Andy Frost 
humbly presents the ultimate narrative of life, the universe 
and everything: the God Story. 

KEY SALES POINTS
• a timely book, as the language of ‘story’ resonates with the 

20s-30s generation now more than ever
•  classic Christian apologetics told in a fresh, new way
•  will affirm readers’ own beliefs in the Christian narrative and 

encourage them to better share this message with friends
•  prolific and trusted leader; well known throughout the 

summer Christian festival scene.
• Andy has recently spent a year at Surf Church, surfing and 

teaching about Jesus, which we imagine will provide an 
interesting hook for the press

ANDY FROST heads up Share Jesus International, an 
organisation that exists to help the Church share the life 
changing message of Jesus. He is a leader of London Mission 
Collective and a pastor of Surf Church in France. He is a 
member of the Evangelical Alliance and an ambassador 
for Care for the Family. He is a regular speaker at Christian 
Summer Festivals, including Spring Harvest and Big Church 
Day Out.
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A warm-hearted and practical guide to mindfulness for Christians and those on the 
edges of faith, with audio meditations

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGION EXPERIENCE [HRCS]
June | £9.99 | 978 0 281 07804 2 | Paperback | 160 pp 

SEE, LOVE, BE
Making Sense of Life with Mindfulness
Tim Stead
In his bestselling and widely acclaimed Mindfulness and 
Christian Spirituality, Tim Stead showed how ‘Christian 
thinking and spiritual practice can be enriched by mindful 
wisdom, leading to a deeper openness and fuller experience 
of God’s grace’.

In this new book, he offers an 8-week practical guide with 
audio meditations, featuring new versions of familiar 
practices. How can we as human beings go beyond the 
vital initial aspiration of functioning well towards living a 
truly liberated, nuanced and compassionate life? To help in 
our explorations, Tim introduces the themes of see, love, 
be, which connect strongly with the concerns of all great 
religious traditions: spiritual insight, how we love, and 
authenticity of being.

KEY SALES POINTS
• has the backing of Professor Mark Williams, who developed 

Mindfulness-based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT), and is the 
author of Mindfulness: Finding peace in a frantic world 
(2011), which has sold over 360,000 copies and is also 
based around an eight week programme and audio-recorded 
exercises

• Tim’s first book, Mindfulness and Christian Spirituality, has 
sold almost 5,500 print copies since March 2016

• his talk at Greenbelt in August 16 attracted 200-300 people 
and was very well received

•  most people who have read Tim’s first book will be familiar 
with Mark’s, and a second book with audio-recorded 
exercises will seem the next natural step

TIM STEAD has been an ordained Anglican priest for 20 years 
and is currently Vicar of Holy Trinity, Headington Quarry, 
Oxford. He is an accredited mindfulness teacher with the 
Oxford Mindfulness Centre and teaches their eight-week 
Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) course as well 
as running mindfulness courses and retreats in the parish 
and for clergy in the diocese. His first book, Mindfulness and 
Christian Spirituality (March 2016) was highly acclaimed, and 
he is regularly asked to speak at Greenbelt.

PRAISE FOR MINDFULNESS AND CHRISTIAN  
SPIRITUALITY (2016):
‘Measured and gracious in its argument.’ The Church of 
Ireland Gazette

‘Some of [this writing] is among the best I have read 
anywhere.’ Baptist Times

‘A stimulating book .’ Reform magazine

ALSO BY TIM STEAD:

978 0 281 07486 0
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Twenty-something-year-old big-sister Jessie encourages young girls to know their 
true beauty, value and purpose in a world obsessed with selfies, Instagram filters 
and how many ‘likes’ you receive

CHRISTIAN LIFE AND PRACTICE [HRCV]
June | £7.99 | 978 0 281 07786 1 | Paperback | 144 pp 

MORE THAN JUST PRETTY
Discover Your True Value, Beauty and 
Purpose
Jessie Faerber
In today’s world, youth are growing up in a society where 
social media is an integral part of their sense of self. But what 
are the repercussions of this, and how can we teach young 
girls where their true worth and identity is found? Jessie 
sets out to put the record straight and redefine how girls 
see themselves. Highlighting the pervasiveness of selfies, 
the distortion of beauty on social media, and the chase 
after perfectionism, she offers hope amidst the pressures 
of internet perfection and reaffirms our identity as God’s 
masterpiece: original, exquisite, and of infinite value.

KEY SALES POINTS
• Jessie is a contributor to Premier Praise and has been 

featured in several magazines and online websites (NW 
Invest, Milk and Honey, Ladies Who Brunch, Valour).

• Jessie regularly engages with her target audience through 
her work in schools and through her blog. Her involvement 
in various local and national youth events ensures she 
covers the right content in the right way for her audience.

• Jessie has connections with New Wine and has served on 
the youth team and led talks for the past few years

JESSIE FAERBER is the founder of Belle Ministry, an 
organisation who lead workshops on identity, self-image, 
purpose and worth within schools. She is a blogger (http://
jessiefaerber.blogspot.co.uk/), a contributor to Premier 
Praise (where she focuses all her short thoughts on beauty 
and image), and has been featured in several magazines 
and online websites (NW Invest, Milk and Honey, Ladies 
Who Brunch, Valour). Jessie has recently graduated from St 
Mellitus where she studied Theology and Youth Ministry.
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Accompany your favourite saints and writers on a month-long journey in these 
attractive collections of prayers and readings 

A MONTH WITH SAINT 
AUGUSTINE

A MONTH WITH SAINT 
FRANCIS

SAINT AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO has inspired many people 
through his autobiographical work, The Confessions. These 
include the famous account of the conversion to Christianity 
of this man who went on to become a priest, bishop and one 
of the Fathers of the Church.

CHRISTIAN PRAYER  [HRCR1]
June | £6.99 | 978 0 281 07898 1 | Paperback | 72 pp

CHRISTIAN PRAYER [HRCR 1]
June | £6.99 |  978 0 281 07900 1 | Paperback | 72pp

These short books each contain 62 prayers and readings, one for each morning and evening for a month. They will help the 
reader to steep him- or herself in the writings and thoughts of some of the most beloved saints and writers throughout 
history. Also included in each book is an introduction, featuring quotations from well-known authors in their fields, that will 
supply vital background information and will introduce that saint or writer’s particular appeal. 

A MONTH WITH . . .
Compiled by Rima Devereaux

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI lived in early thirteenth-century 
Italy and is famous as the patron saint of animals and founder 
of the Franciscan Order. The Little Flowers of Saint Francis are 
a collection of stories that convey his deep love of God and 
nature

RIMA DEVEREAUX is the author of Last Thing at Night and Constantinople and the West in Medieval French Literature, as well 
as numerous articles and book reviews, several short stories, and an unpublished novel.
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Accompany your favourite saints and writers on a month-long journey in these 
attractive collections of prayers and readings 

A MONTH WITH SAINT 
TERESA OF AVILA

A MONTH WITH JULIAN OF 
NORWICH

TERESA OF AVILA lived in sixteenth-century Spain and was 
tireless in her reform of the Carmelite Order. Her writings 
include her famous description of prayer as friendship with 
Christ and her image of the soul as a castle with God at its 
centre. 

CHRISTIAN PRAYER  [HRCR1]
June | £6.99 | 978 0 281 07904 9 | Paperback | 72 pp

CHRISTIAN PRAYER [HRCR 1]
June | £6.99 |  978 0 281 07902 5 | Paperback | 72pp

These short books each contain 62 prayers and readings, one for each morning and evening for a month. They will help the 
reader to steep him- or herself in the writings and thoughts of some of the most beloved saints and writers throughout 
history. Also included in each book is an introduction, featuring quotations from well-known authors in their fields, that will 
supply vital background information and will introduce that saint or writer’s particular appeal. 

A MONTH WITH . . .
Compiled by Rima Devereaux

JULIAN OF NORWICH was a fourteenth-century mystic 
who recorded the content of her 16 visions of the Passion 
of Christ. Her writings vividly convey the love of God and his 
presence in suffering.

RIMA DEVEREAUX is the author of Last Thing at Night and Constantinople and the West in Medieval French Literature, as well 
as numerous articles and book reviews, several short stories, and an unpublished novel.
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RELATED TITLES

The Divine Dance    978 0 281 07815 8 | £9.99
Richard Rohr with Mike Morrell

Things Hidden     978 0 281 07516 4 | £12.99
Richard Rohr

Breathing Under Water    978 0 281 07512 6 | £9.99
Richard Rohr

Love Is His Meaning    978 0 281 07763 2 | £9.99
Keith Ward

What Do We Mean By ‘God’?   978 0 281 07328 3 | £3.99
Keith Ward

Being Disciples     978 0 281 07662 8 | £8.99
Rowan Williams

God With Us     978 0 281 07664 2 | £8.99
Rowan Williams

What Makes Us Moral?    978 0 281 06898 2 | £9.99
Craig Hovey

Out of the Silence    978 0 281 07761 8 | £9.99
Terry Waite

The Teenage Prayer Experiment Notebook  978 0 281 07257 6 | £9.99
Miranda and Noah Threlfall-Holmes

The Little Book of Prayer Experiements  978 0 281 07568 3 | £9.99
Miranda Threlfall-Holmes

Mindfulness and Christian Spirituality  978 0 281 07486 0 | £9.99
Tim Stead


